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Abstract

Story generators typically adopt a pipelined model of gen-
eration wherein fabula structure is decided independently
and prior to discourse structure. In this paper, we propose
a novel story generator, PLOTSHOT, capable of reasoning
over discourse materials during fabula generation such that
these materials meaningfully constrain the development of
a causally and intentionally coherent story. PLOTSHOT in-
corporates user-supplied photographs as optional story states
through an oversubscription planning paradigm. Further, to
leverage existing work on planning-based models of genera-
tion, we present a technique to compile the photo story plan-
ning problem to classical narrative planning. Our system at-
tempts to maximize quality of an illustrated story by analyz-
ing the affinity between a photo and the action it is meant to
depict. An evaluation of generated artifacts shows advantage
over heuristic baseline techniques.

Introduction
Research in story generation has advanced a bipartite rep-
resentation of narratives (Young 2007). One part is termed
the fabula, which is the conceptualization of the story world
including actants that exist and events that transpire. The
other part is termed the discourse, which includes elements
responsible for the story’s telling. Most existing story gener-
ation work (for reviews see Gervás 2009; Ronfard and Szi-
las 2014) has focused on a fabula-driven pipeline. This ap-
proach commits to a fabula by simulating the story world as
a sequence of events, and then creates a discourse by selec-
tively presenting those events; fabula is generated indepen-
dently of and prior to the discourse.

However, to create captivating fabula, it is important to
consider discursive constraints. For instance, a movie pro-
duction may choose to include a car chase scene because of
its visual appeal. As a result, the fabula must adapt and pro-
vide causal and motivational justification for the car chase
in order to maintain story coherence. This process can be
understood as a discourse placing constraints on a fabula.
Further, there may be multiple cinematic scenes that have
different visual appeal and require different story structures.
A story generator should select visual scenes to optimize for
and balance visual appeal with story coherence.
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We propose one such story generator, which we call
PLOTSHOT. This system considers optional discourse goals,
which represent available discourse materials, and attempts
to incorporate them into the generated story. Our formu-
lation combines classical narrative planning with oversub-
scription planning (Smith 2004). The former affords reason-
ing about authorial intent, i.e. achieving specific story out-
comes and intermediate states. The latter affords reasoning
about optional intermediate states and a hard cost budget to
fit stories to fixed-length formats, e.g. feature-length movies
or booklets. To solve the hybrid problem, we present a tech-
nique to select amongst available discourse materials and
compile the novel problem into a classical problem in order
to leverage existing work in planning-based narrative gener-
ation.

The specific domain of application for this paper is gener-
ating illustrated stories around a set of user-supplied photos.
We represent photos via scene graphs, semantic networks
that describe the photos’ content. As a photo depicts the cur-
rent world state, it can be displayed only when all of its con-
tent has been established. Since there are often multiple lo-
cations where a photo may be displayed, we present a photo
placement strategy based on the affinity between photos and
story actions. Our evaluation of generated photo booklets
demonstrates the effectiveness of the affinity-based strategy
over heuristic baseline techniques.

Contributions In this paper(1) we propose a novel chal-
lenge for selective incorporation of discourse materials into
fabula generation, which is beyond the capabilities of state-
of-the-art narrative planning systems; (2) we formulate the
challenge as a hybrid classical/oversubscription planning
problem and present a technique to compile the hybrid prob-
lem into a classical problem; (3) we define a metric to evalu-
ate the affinity between a photo and the story event it depicts,
and (4) demonstrate that an affinity-based photo placement
strategy is significantly better than baselines.

Related Work
Fabula-driven approaches have been the dominant model
in automated story generation (e.g. Aylett, Dias, and
Paiva 2006; Li 2015; Teutenberg and Porteous 2015; Barot,
Potts, and Young 2015). However, there are a few exceptions
where discourse reasoning substantially impacts fabula.
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Figure 1: The PLOTSHOT system architecture. Boxes with
text represent algorithmic modules.

The Slant story generation system (Montfort et al. 2013)
detects aspects of the verbs during discourse generation and
determines the fabula’s match to different genres. After a
specific genre has been identified, additional constraints are
posed to the fabula generator. Unlike their work, our sys-
tem works with discourse constraints supplied by users in
a novel planning formulation. Piacenza et al. (2011)’s video
recombination system is very similar to our work. They learn
some basic semantic units of video and a Markov transition
model between the units. All actions in the fabula plan must
have a corresponding video clip. The planner sends requests
for video clip. If a request is denied, the story can be re-
planned. In comparison, we allow actions without photos
and describe such actions with text. In our formulation, dis-
course materials are optional goals that the planner explicitly
attempts to achieve, not requested after a plan is created. Ra-
diano et al. (in revision) select and fit photos to a given story
template instead of dynamically adapting stories to suit pho-
tos.

Some interactive story systems aim to satisfy mandatory
intermediate story goals (Riedl 2009); these are similar to
ours as they all need to work with events that must hap-
pen or must have happened, given discourse events that have
been observed. Robertson and Young (2014) propose an al-
gorithm for modifying early events that are unknown to the
player but are causally related to later, known events. These
early events can be replaced as long as preconditions of the
known events can be satisfied. Tomai (2014) developed a
system that is free to assert events that may reasonably have
happened at the same time or slightly before observed player
actions. In addition to mandatory goals, our work also sup-
ports optional intermediate goals that may be abandoned if
they are deemed too costly.

The PLOTSHOT System
PLOTSHOT is a narrative generation system for photo-
illustrated stories. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
PLOTSHOT relies on a Photo Parser module to parse a photo
into a set of logic literals, which form an optional discourse
goal. A photo story planning problem contains optional dis-
course goals and a planning domain designed by domain en-
gineers. The ILP Compilation module selects optional dis-
course goals to create an approximate classical problem that

girl
standing

wearing

dress

balloon

holding

blonde

flowery

red

pink

Unary Literals

standing(?girl)
blonde(?girl)

Binary Literals

wearing(?girl, ?dress)
holding(?girl, ?balloon)

flowery(?dress)
red(?balloon)
pink(?balloon)

Figure 2: An example of a scene graph and its grounding
parsed from an image (top) and the extracted logical liter-
als (bottom). The scene graph contains objects (in yellow),
relations (in blue) and attributes (in green).

can be solved by an off-the-shelf narrative planner. After
narrative planning, a Photo Placement module places photos
in the story. The process employs a measure of compatibility
between story actions and photos, defined as photo-action
affinity. We describe these modules in following sections.

Representing Photos

Computationally parsing the semantic meaning of images
is an open and difficult challenge. Recently, Krishna et
al. (2016) proposed parsing images as scene graphs. A scene
graph is a directed graph consisting of objects (e.g., people,
places, things), relationships between objects (e.g., on-top-
of, wearing), and attributes of objects (e.g., color, shape).
Each object is grounded through a bounding box.

We assume that we have accurately parsed scene graphs
from user-supplied photos, and that these graphs preserve
identities for actors across the photos using techniques like
that of Dai et al. (2015). Such a parser is beyond the scope of
this work. The main reason for adopting this representation
is its active use in computer vision research.

To bridge with the representation used by narrative plan-
ners, we straightforwardly convert a scene graph to a set of
logic literals: relations can be converted to binary literals and
attributes to unary literals. We opt to treat objects in the ex-
tracted literals as variables, so that they can be bound with
planning problem objects. Figure 2 shows an example of an
example scene graph and logic literals extracted from it.

There is a potential for domain disparity between the
scene graphs and our planning domain. That is, some lit-
erals in the photos (e.g., hair color as in Figure 2) may not
be specified anywhere in the planning domain definition. As
a result, they can never be achieved. To get around this is-
sue, we remove from the parsed literals the predicates not
defined in the planning domain. A photo with no literals left
cannot be used in the story.
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Photos as Optional Goals in Planning
In this section, we formulate the photo-story problem based
on the needs for story generation from photos.

Background Young et al. (2013) model a story as a plan,
or a sequence of actions that transforms an initial state s0 to
achieve a set of goal literals g∞. Each action a is associated
with a set of preconditions PRE(a), effects EFF(a), and a cost
c(a). Effects are bipartite: positive literals are recorded in an
add list, and negative literals are recorded in a delete list. An
action is applicable in a state when its preconditions are true
in that state. After an action is executed, literals in the delete
list are removed from the state and literals in the add list are
added to it. In classical planning, goal satisfaction is a hard
constraint: a plan is valid only if all goal literals are made
true. Conversely, cost is a soft constraint being optimized.

Over-subscription planning (OSP) (Smith 2004) is a dif-
ferent formulation. An OSP problem contains a set of op-
tional goals and a maximum cost Cmax. A valid solution
must cost less than Cmax. An example OSP problem is for
a robot to collect rewards from different locations subject to
a finite amount of fuel. Different locations can have differ-
ent benefits and different routes consume different amounts
of fuel. We want to maximize the sum of benefits before
exhausting the fuel. Unlike classical planning, in OSP goal
satisfaction is a soft constraint and cost is a hard constraint.

The Use Case We formulate the photo story planning
problem as a hybrid of OSP and classical planning with both
optional and mandatory goals. This is driven by our use case
of story generation around user-supplied photos.

Photos in our stories are naturally optional because users
usually have many more photos than we can put into a story,
so some selection of photos is necessary. A photo is consid-
ered to depict a state of the underlying story world. To main-
tain story coherence, all facts that are present in a photo must
be causally established (but not always explicitly presented)
before the photo can be shown.

Mandatory goals arise from the need to specify story out-
comes and the need to represent authorial intentions (Riedl
2009), which indicate intermediate story states through
which all valid stories must pass. For example, in the story
world of Cinderella, an intermediate story state could be
that Cinderella leaves her shoe at the palace at some point.
One condition for the story outcome is she gets her shoe
back. The ability to specify authorial intentions and out-
comes grants effective control over the narrative arc to the
narrative domain engineer. A upper bound on cost allows us
to fit a story into a fixed-length format such as a poster.

The Photo Story Planning Problem Formally, a photo
story planning problem is a tuple 〈S, s0, g∞, Go, GM ,
A, σ(·), c(·), Cmax, b(·)〉. We first explain notations re-
lated to state trajectories. S is the set of possible states.
s0 ∈ S is the initial state. A is a set of possible actions.
An action a ∈ A can be applied to a state s ∈ S if its
preconditions PRE(a) ∈ s. σ(·) denotes the deterministic
transition function; we let s′ = σ(s, a) denote that apply-
ing a in s results in a new state s′. For a given action se-
quence p = [a1, . . . , an], we let τ(s, p) denote the state tra-

jectory resulted from applying p sequentially to s. That is,
τ(s, p) = [σ(s, a1), σ(σ(s, a1), a2), . . .].

The following notations define plan goals. Goals in the
problem include the story goal g∞, a set of optional goals
Go, and a set of mandatory intermediate goals GM . Each
goal g ∈ Go ∪ GM ∪ {g∞} is a set of logic literals. An
intermediate goal gi is achieved by an action sequence p if
any state in τ(s0, p) contains all literals in gi. The final story
goal g∞ is achieved by p if the last state in τ(s0, p) contains
all literals in g∞.

The following notations define plan quality. The function
c(a) measures the cost of action a. Cmax is the limit on to-
tal cost. A benefit value b(go) is defined for each optional
intermediate goal go ∈ Go, which represents the aesthetic
quality of the photo. In this paper, we assume aesthetic qual-
ity of a single photo is given to us as a single number, as
much research has been done on its automatic assessment
(e.g., Joshi et al. 2011; Morgens and Jhala 2013). In later
sections, we consider another aesthetic concern of the con-
nection between photos and actions. A valid solution to the
problem is a sequence of actions p that can be applied in
the initial state, achieves all of GM and g∞, and has a total
cost

∑k
i=1 c(ai) ≤ Cmax. Among valid solutions, we seek

one that maximizes the sum of the benefits of all achieved
optional goals.

Domshlak and Mirkis (2015) argue that OSP cannot re-
duce to classical planning without incurring a loss of plan
quality. Mixing optional and mandatory goals further adds to
the difficulty of the problem. However, compiling our photo
story planning problem to classical narrative planning allows
us to benefit from decades of extensive research on the lat-
ter problem. In the next section we present an approximate
compilation technique.

The Compilation: Choosing Mandatory Goals
from Optional Goals
We propose a technique for selecting some optional goals
and convert them to mandatory goals in classical planning.
This is similar to Smith (2004) but the difference is that we
consider both optional and mandatory goals in the selection.

Goal selection can be thought of as traversing a directed
graph where each node represents a goal. Each directed
edge has a weight, representing the additional cost needed to
reach the second goal after achieving the first goal. A valid
path starts at the initial state, ends at the story goal, and visits
every mandatory intermediate goal and some optional inter-
mediate goal. We seek a valid path that maximizes the total
benefit of visited optional goals. This formulation is sim-
ilar to the traveling salesman problem and its variant, the
orienteering problem, but also different due to the existence
of both optional and mandatory components. After we find
the optimal path, all optional goals on the path are turned to
mandatory goals in the planning stage.

We use integer linear programming (ILP) to solve this
problem. Although ILP is NP-complete, several fast off-the-
shelf solvers exist. For the ILP problem, we introduce ver-
tex variables Vi ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and edge vari-
ables Eij ∈ {0, 1},∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The vertex variables
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include: the initial state V0, the story goal Vn, k optional
intermediate goals V1, . . . , Vk, and n − 1 − k mandatory
intermediate goals Vk+1, . . . , Vn−1. Edge variables Eij and
Eji represent two oppositely directed edges between every
vertex pair Vi and Vj , with the exception that V0 does not
have incoming edges and Vn does not have outgoing edges.
Setting an edge variable or a vertex variable to 1 puts the
edge or the vertex on the optimal path. The edge weight cij
reflects the cost incurred by going from Vi to Vj . If the ith
vertex is optional, its benefits bi is greater than zero; oth-
erwise bi = 0. The ILP maximizes the following objective
function:

max
∑
i

biVi

while respecting the following constraints:

•
∑

i

∑
j cijEij ≤ Cmax: the total cost of the plan is no

more than a predefined maximum.

• Vi = 1,∀i ∈ {1, k + 1, . . . , n}: the initial state, the goal
state, and all authorial goals must be on the path.

•
∑

j Eji = Vi,∀i 6= 1: every selected vertex has an in-
coming edge, except the initial state.

•
∑

j Eij = Vi,∀i 6= n: every selected vertex has an out-
going edge, except the goal state.

We prevent cycles by introducing auxiliary variables
Ui,∀i ≥ 2 and the following constraints (Miller, Tucker,
and Zemlin 1960):

• 2 ≤ Ui ≤ n,∀i ∈ {2, . . . , n}
• Ui − Uj + (n− 1)Eij ≤ (n− 2),∀Ui, Uj , i 6= j

Finally, we account for mutual exclusions between goals. It
is likely that users provide multiple photos depicting similar
underlying content, such as photos of the same subjects in
slightly different poses or angles. The literals from the scene
graphs of the similar photos will be equivalent. To avoid rep-
etition, we only allow one such photo in our story. This is
achieved by the mutex conditions. A mutex set M contains
a number of vertices such that only one inM can be selected
in the path. That is,

•
∑

i Vi ≤ 1,∀i ∈M

Unlike Smith (2004) who estimated edge costs based on
a manual sensitivity analysis of plan cost, we estimate the
edge cost automatically via the use of relaxed plans. A re-
laxed plan is a directed layered graph that is a subgraph of a
planning graph (Blum and Furst 1997). A relaxed plan starts
in state s and reaches s′ by ignoring the delete lists of all
actions; the state contains a monotonically non-decreasing
set of literals as more actions are applied to it. The length of
a relaxed plan that solves a planning problem represents an
estimate of the actual cost to solve said problem. In our case,
we use relaxed plan to estimate the distance cij between the
nodes of our graph. We consider three cases:

1. The distance from V0 to an intermediate node Vi is de-
noted by c0i and is computed with the relaxed plan from
the initial state s0 to the ith intermediate goal.

lock-up(witch,hansel)

travel(gretel,house)

defeat(gretel,witch)

unlock(gretel,hansel)

call-for(hansel,gretel)

in(hansel,cage)

at(gretel,house)

at(witch,house)

travel(hansel,house)

at(hansel,house)

at(witch,house)

free(hansel)

Photos Story Plan Placement

Figure 3: Additional decisions are needed for placing pho-
tos. For the three photos on the left, the three bars on the
right show their possible placement in the story. As an il-
lustration, we manually picked the best locations for these
photos, as indicated by the bright-colored segments.

2. The distance cij from an intermediate node Vi to another
intermediate node Vj is computed as follows. We first
compute a relaxed plan R0i from the initial state s0 to
the ith intermediate goal. Following Garcı́a-Olaya, de la
Rosa, and Borrajo (2011), we compute the state at Vi by
applying the relaxed plan’s actions in sequence, applying
both add lists and delete lists and ignoring preconditions.
We denote the state obtained from applying R0i as sR0i.
We then compute a relaxed plan from sR0i to the jth inter-
mediate goal and estimate the distance cij accordingly.

3. The distance cin from an intermediate node Vi to the goal
node Vn is computed with the relaxed plan from sR0i to the
story goal g∞.
We use the ILP to compile the photo story problem to a

classical planning problem. All optional discourse goals that
are visited by the optimal path become mandatory interme-
diate goals. Unvisited discourse goals are discarded. After
the compilation, the problem can be solved by any off-the-
shelf narrative planner. If the optimal plan found exceeds the
cost limit Cmax, the optional discourse goal ordered last in
the plan is removed and planning is attempted again. In this
paper, we use the Glaive narrative planner (Ware and Young
2014), in which all actions performed by story characters
must serve a character intention but not all character inten-
tions succeed.

Photo Placement
Photos in a high-quality story should be aesthetically pleas-
ing by themselves and also exhibit concord with the story.
As discussed earlier, we capture aesthetic quality of individ-
ual photos as benefits of optional goals in the ILP problem.
We now consider the compatibility between photos and the
story, which we use to place photos.

A photo may be placed wherever all of its literals are
established, which leaves significant freedom for its ul-
timate position. Figure 3 illustrates one such example,
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which considers three photos with different semantic con-
tent. A story plan is shown in the middle, where each
box represents one action. The three colored bars on the
right show possible positions for the three photos respec-
tively. For example, the blue photo can be shown right
after the action travel(hansel,house) or right af-
ter unlock(gretel,hansel). The bright small boxes
show the ideal positions for the three photos.

Photo-Action Affinity In order to place photos relative to
actions, we develop the metric photo-action affinity based on
structural properties of the story plan, which we believe to
capture how well a photo depicts a story action. The affin-
ity can be positive or negative. In general, a negative affinity
indicates the photo and the action should not be placed to-
gether. Our metric depends on four features that relate an
action a and a discourse goal go:

Support(a, go) =

∣∣EFF(a) ∩ go
∣∣∣∣go∣∣

Conflict(a, go) =

∣∣{l | l ∈ EFF(a) ∧ ¬l ∈ go}
∣∣∣∣go∣∣

Synergy(a, go) =

∣∣PRE(a) ∩ go
∣∣∣∣PRE(a) ∪ go
∣∣

CharSym(a, go) =

∣∣CHAR(a) ∩ CHAR(go)
∣∣∣∣CHAR(a) ∪ CHAR(go)
∣∣

where CHAR(·) denotes the set of story characters in-
volved in an action or a set of literals. In plain English,
Support(a, go) measures how many of go’s literals are estab-
lished by a. Conflict(a, go) measures opposing conditions a
sets up against go, which must then be toggled for achiev-
ing go. Synergy(a, go) measures common preconditions of
a and literals in go, as identical conditions can be achieved
simultaneously. CharSym measures story characters shared
between the action and the photo of go. We define photo-
action affinity as the linear combination of the four features:
Affinity(a, go) = β1Support(a, go) + β2Conflict(a, go)

+ β3Synergy(a, go) + β4SharedChar(a, go)
where β1, β2, β3, and β4 are linear weights. For the experi-
ment in this paper, we tuned the weights manually, but learn-
ing these weights as a linear regression is also straightfor-
ward.

Optimizing Placement To place photos using the photo-
action affinity metric, we treat photo placement as an assign-
ment problem: each photo can be assigned to one action in
the story plan, and we seek the assignment that maximizes
overall affinity. After a narrative plan is returned by the story
planner, we set up an n × m matrix M for n actions and
m discourse goals, where the element Mij represents the
photo-action affinity between the j-th photo and the i-th ac-
tion. If the j-th photo does not have its literals true after
execution of the i-th action, we set that photo-action affin-
ity score to −1. After setup, we used the Hungarian algo-
rithm to solve the assignment problem in O(n3) time.1 This

1Assuming that n > m. Otherwise, it runs in O(m3) time.

The family went from the Campsite 
through the Base, all the way to the 
Mountain. At the Mountain, they 
boarded the minecart. Then, they rode 
the minecart from the Mountain to the 
Mountaintop. From the minecart, the 
family distracted the Yeti with their 
screams. 

Page �  of �3 5

Figure 4: One page in the story booklet generated by the
AFFINITY strategy.

Table 1: Weights used for the AFFINITY strategy.
β1 0.25 β2 -0.5 β3 5.0 β4 3.0

algorithm requires that all matrix entries are non-negative.
Before running the algorithm, we increase all scores by the
absolute value of the largest negative entry, and shift them
back after running the algorithm.

If, in the returned result, a photo is assigned to an action
with a negative affinity, we remove that photo from the gen-
erated story. Because of this, some photos may be excluded;
we require that every shown photo is accompanied by one
action such that it has some accompanying text. It is possi-
ble to avoid this issue by tweaking the ILP formulation and
letting ILP select photo-action pairs instead of only photos,
but we defer that for future work. In this paper, we focus on
the affinity-based photo placement strategy and evaluate it
in the next section.

Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the photo placement strategy
based on the affinity measure with a user study.

Methodology For comparison, we created two heuristics
for photo placement. The RANDOM strategy places a photo
at a random legal location. The EARLY strategy places a
photo at the earliest legal location.2 Weights used for com-
puting photo-action affinity in our affinity-based strategy
(AFFINITY) are shown in Table 1.

All photo placement strategies started with the same story
plan that involved 16 actions in a Disney-themed domain
and 5 photos. One story was created from each placement
strategy. Each story was presented to participants as a photo

2We experimented with a LATE heuristic, which always places
the photo at the last legal position. Since this heuristic works poorly
in practice, we excluded it from this study.
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booklet with landscape letter-sized pages. In each booklet,
one page contained a maximum of one photo. A photo was
always placed on the same page with the action it was paired
with. Actions were translated into text using rule-based tem-
plates. Figure 4 shows one page from the AFFINITY story.
Every photo had at least 3 possible slots (avg = 4.75) where
it could be placed, except for one photo that was always at
the end.

We recruited 21 participants, with an age range from 21 to
40, all of whom have at least a bachelor’s degree. Each par-
ticipant read all three stories in randomized ordering. After
reading an entire story, participants were asked to provide
two five-point Likert-scale ratings for each page. The first
scale asked how well each photo was positioned relative to
the text on the same page and adjacent pages. The second
scale asked how coherent was the juxtaposition of the photo
and the text. After reading all three stories, participants were
asked to identify the best and worst stories.

Results Our results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The
fourth photo in the RANDOM story does not have accompa-
nying text, so the coherence question does not apply. Our
main hypothesis was that photo placement with affinity is
better than the other two strategies.

We first analyzed the final story ranking provided by the
participants. Our main hypothesis was converted to three
directly testable hypotheses: the AFFINITY story is better
than the EARLY story; EARLY is better than RANDOM; and
AFFINITY is better than RANDOM. Since each is a binary de-
cision, we used a one-tail hypothesis test over the binomial
distribution. We reject three null hypotheses at the p = 0.05
level, indicating the AFFINITY story is preferred to other
baselines.3

We then investigated the positioning and coherence Lik-
ert scales. We performed Page’s trend test (1963) for each of
the five photos in order to account for individual photo dif-
ferences, per condition (Position and Coherence), except for
the fourth photo’s coherence with text. This is a nonpara-
metric test for within-subject ordering under the alternate
hypothesis MdAFFINITY > MdEARLY > MdRANDOM, where
Md denotes the median rating. In all 9 tests, we reject the
null in favor of our alternate at the p = 0.05 level, indicating
that the AFFINITY story is perceived to have the best photo
positioning and is the most coherent.

Discussion Although we expected the AFFINITY-based
approach to comfortably beat the RANDOM baseline, the
comparison between AFFINITY and EARLY was initially
less clear: the EARLY heuristic easily beat the RANDOM
baseline and received reasonably good ratings, which sug-
gests it often works well and is not a weak baseline.

Therefore, beating the EARLY baseline demonstrates the
effectiveness of our approach. This suggests that there is
merit to reasoning over the structural relationships between
fabula and discourse materials beyond merely how fabula
causally enables discourse. Rather, multiple aspects of con-

3The Bonferroni correction does not apply as we need to reject
at least two out of three null hypotheses to show our main hypoth-
esis.

Table 2: Results from the ranking of three stories.
Strategy Votes p-value

AFFINITY > EARLY 16/21 0.013
AFFINITY > RANDOM 20/21 <0.001
EARLY > RANDOM 21/21 <0.001

Table 3: Summary of results from Likert-scale ratings for
position and coherence. All Page trend tests are significant
at the p = 0.05 level.

Photo Index
Criterion Median Score 1 2 3 4 5

Position

AFFINITY 5 3 5 5 4
EARLY 5 2 2 4 4
RANDOM 2 3 2 1 3

Page’s L-stat. 453 365 469 474 475

Coherence

AFFINITY 5 3 5 5 4
EARLY 5 2 2 4 4
RANDOM 2 3 2 N/A 3

Page’s L-stat. 467 437 450 N/A 453

cord between fabula and discourse can play a role in the per-
ceived quality of the generated artifact. Note that we do not
claim the weights in Table 1 are optimal, but rather that there
exists a configuration of these features that capture impor-
tant relationships between fabula and discourse.

Conclusions and Future Work
Our work represents a unique departure from the fabula-
driven model of story generation. To the best of our knowl-
edge, PLOTSHOT is the first system that can selectively in-
corporate discourse materials during the process of fabula
generation. This capability is due to our novel formulation
of the story planning problem, which combines classical
planning with oversubscription planning. Our pipeline ad-
dresses multiple considerations for generating an illustrated
story around user-supplied photos. The evaluation demon-
strates that an informed photo placement strategy can beat
non-informed baseline techniques. All told, we have demon-
strated that complex decision making is needed to ensure
the coherence between fabula and discourse materials dur-
ing story generation.

As a first step toward selective utilization of discourse
constraints during fabula generation, we believe this paper
opens new research avenues. One such avenue is the de-
velopment of a unified fabula/discourse search paradigm,
wherein discourse can constrain fabula during generation
and vice-versa. Another avenue looks at evaluating design
trade-offs of our approach. We briefly discussed an alterna-
tive to our photo placement strategy that selects action-photo
pairs using ILP. Arguably, each strategy represents a differ-
ent trade-off point between generative flexibility and local
coherence of the discourse materials. Exploring each trade-
off point’s expressive range (Smith and Whitehead 2010)
could be insightful.
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Reasoning independently about fabula and discourse has
proven useful for computationally generating interesting
stories. We believe that exploring their interdependencies
will bring AI story generation systems to new heights.
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